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Overview of the Records

Repository: New York State Archives

Summary: This series contains occupational health investigation files,
predominantly for manufacturing and industrial companies. The
series includes "Assignment and Report Digest Sheets"; short
narrative reports; data recorded from site visits or laboratory
analyses; engineering surveys; equipment plans, and certificates
of final approval for equipment installations at factories; and
correspondence related to reported and remediated hazards.

Creator: New York (State). Division of Industrial Hygiene

Title: Occupational health investigation files

Quantity: 149 cubic feet

Inclusive  Date: 1942-1975

Series: 16089

^ Return to Table of Contents

Arrangement

Alphabetical by name of firm.

^ Return to Table of Contents

Scope and Content Note

This series contains occupational health investigation files of the Division of Industrial Hygiene
(DIH), mostly for manufacturing and industrial companies. It includes records of most medical
and related investigations regardless of whether the investigation originated from a request
by the Worker's Compensation Board, a complaint, or a DIH initiated survey. The series
includes the following types of records and information: "Assignment and Report Digest
Sheets" from various DIH units containing plant location, activity (e.g. investigation, special
study, or facility plan review), staff member assigned, findings, including the nature of the
physical or chemical hazards, summary of data collected, and the origin of the investigation
(e.g. a request from the Division of Industrial Safety Standards, the Worker's Compensation
Board, or a special study); short narrative reports containing descriptions of the plant, work
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site hazards, working conditions, and recommendations; data recorded from site visits or
laboratory analysis on sound levels, ambient particulant matter, and minerals and chemicals;
applications for approval, engineering surveys, equipment plans, literature on equipment,
published literature on equipment and certificates of final approvals for equipment installation
containing information on a factory's physical plant and equipment, as well as the review and
approval process for new plant construction and equipment installation; and correspondence
between DIH and factory managers, other divisions in the Department of Labor, labor unions,
and other state agencies containing information on the results of investigations, reported
hazards, and recommendations to remediate hazards.

^ Return to Table of Contents

Use of Records

Access Restrictions

Restricted in part pursuant to Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) sect. 87.2. Records are
subject to review and redaction prior to disclosure. Workmen's/Workers' Compensation
Board documents identifying claimants are exempt from disclosure under Workers'
Compensation Law sect. 110-a.

Access Terms

• Investigating health
• Researching health
• Industrial hygiene--New York (State)
• New York (State)
• Women--Employment
• New York (State). Bureau of Occupational Health
• New York (State). Division of Occupational Health and Environmental Epidemiology
• New York (State). Department of Health
• New York (State). Department of Labor
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